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ABSTRACT. - We treat the scattering theory for the one-dimensional
Dirac equation with potentials that are bounded, measurable, real-valued
functions on the real line, having constant values, not necessarily the same,
on the left and on the right side of a compact interval. Such potentials
appear in the Klein paradox. It is shown that appropriately modified
wave operators exist and that the corresponding S-operator is unitary.
The connection between time-dependent scattering theory and timeindependent scattering theory in terms of incoming and outgoing plane
wave solutions is established and some further properties are proved. All
results and their proofs have a straightforward translation to the onedimensional Schrodinger equation with the same class of step potentials.

1. INTRODUCTION

The mathematical theory of potential scattering has been developed
considerable extent in the last twenty years. Three-dimensional Schrodinger operators are treated in a monograph by Simon [1], while recent
results and references on Dirac operators can be found in papers by
Eckardt [2] and Guillot/Schmidt [3]. In both cases the investigated potentials go to zero at infinity in some sense. In this paper we consider scattering theory for potentials not having this property. For these potentials
the usual techniques (cf. [1] ) are no longer easily applicable. It therefore
seems appropriate to treat this problem first in one
space dimension.
More in particular, we study the scattering of wave packets, described
by the one-dimensional Dirac equation, at potentials that are bounded,
to a
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measurable, real-valued functions on the real line, having constant values,
not necessarily the same, on the left and on the right side of a compact
interval.
Such

potentials occur in the well-known Klein paradox. Rigorous
scattering theory for the c-number Dirac equation with such potentials
is a necessary preliminary for the discussion of this paradox in a secondquantized setting. This will be undertaken in a separate publication [4].
In § 2 we introduce a modification of the usual definition of wave operators. Using a lemma on the free evolution we then prove that these modified
wave operators exist. In § 3 the existence of incoming and outgoing solutions is proved. In § 4 we establish the connection between these solutions
and the wave operators and prove that the S-operator is unitary. The
main result of § 5 is the asymptotic completeness of the wave operators.
The paper ends with a summary of the changes which should be made
to obtain analogous results for the Schrodinger equation with the same
potentials.
2. PRELIMINARIES.
A LEMMA ON THE FREE EVOLUTION.
THE WAVE OPERATORS.

evolution equation in the Hilbert space of square-integrable
two-component spinors I’ --_ LZ(R)2, the free one-dimensional Dirac
equation reads
As

an

where

and

(2.3)

It

easily follows that Ho is self-adjoint.

m &#x3E;

0;

a

and f3

are

2

2 matrices

In

x

satisfying

We choose the

representation

It is easily seen that our results are representation-independent.
We have occasion to use a spectral representation for Ho generated

by

the unitary operator
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satisfying

where

One has

The

straightforward proofs

are

omitted. ~Ve denote the
,

.

unitarity of Vo and of (2.8) and (2.11)
projections of Ho and the momentum opera-

of the

,

,

We then define
Note that

We will consider

In
on

a

perturbed Dirac Hamiltonian

R &#x3E; 0 and U &#x3E; 0. Results for the case of arbitrary real values
both sides of I x
R can be easily obtained by adding a constant

(2.14)

and/or using the parity operator
Besides P

we

will also

Note that
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LEMMA 2.1

For

(On the free evolution). - Let

any 03C6~D and

where xI

a E R there

is the operator of

are

Cn

&#x3E;

0

(n E N + )

such that

multiplication by the characteristic function

of I.

Prooi

one

-

Setting

has, by dominated convergence,

Clearly,

where
and

h(p, p’) is
Introducing

one

a

function with supp h

easily sees that this is a 1

-

[b, c]

c

1 Coo map from (0,

oo)

x

x

[b, c],

0

b

(0, oo)to(0, 1)

c.

x

R

with inverse

As the inverse is C~° the Jacobian is

non-zero

and coo. Thus,

where
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and
-

F(y, v) is a Co function with

oo

oo.

vl

supp F

x [vl, v2],

c

Hence, there exist Cn

&#x3E;

0

(n E N+)

such that

It follows that

(2.19) holds.

Since

Thus, the

upper relation of

the lower

one holds as well.
tjj
follows from this lemma that for

It

easily

any ~ E Jf and a E R

obtain the second relation.) Thus, if
then
resp.
is a wave packet which moves from left to right resp. right
to left. (In particular one infers that a negative energy wave packet moves
in a direction opposite to its average momentum.)
It is physically quite plausible that the usual, wave operators do not
exist if U &#x3E; 0 (we shall prove this in section 5). Indeed, the potential then
has (had) a persistent effect on wave packets moving to (coming from) the
right, which is reflected in an extra oscillating factor exp ( - iUt) as compared to the corresponding free wave packet. However, a moment’s consideration suggests that this factor can be neutralized if one defines

(Use P
exp ( -

to

and compares the perturbed evolution exp ( - iHt) with the two « almost
free » evolutions exp ( (for t - d- oo) instead of the free evolution
exp ( - iHot). The next theorem shows that this indeed happens.
THEOREM 2.2. - The

(modified)

wave

operators

exist.

Proof.

-

Since

it suffices to prove that W _ exists. This will follow if for

belongs

to

L1(( -

00, -

where
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and

has compact support. Hence, setting e

=

exp

( - iHot),

The statement now easily follows from (2.19). jjjjjj
In the sequel we will need spectral representations for
by the unitary operators

defined

H~ , generated

by

where

Evidently,
and
where L : Jf~ -~

is the

conjugation defined by

3. INCOMING AND OUTGOING SOLUTIONS.
We shall consider
rential equation

with the

boundary

where A

belongs

absolutely

continuous

(a. c.) solutions

of the diffe-

condition

to a

domain 0

THEOREM 3.1. - For
It is

c

C in which

any ~, e 0 (3.1) has

a

Ci1 and C2

unique

a. c.

are

analytic.

solution

U(x, ,1)

satisfying (3.2).
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a) analytic in 0, uniformly for x in a bounded subset of R ;
b) jointly continuous on R x 0 ;
c) differentiable w. r. t. x on a set Kv depending only on V and the complement of which has measure zero, uniformly for À in a compact subset
of 0.

Proof - Existence
to

existence of

a

of an a. c. solution of (3.1-2) is clearly
continuous solution of the integral equation

equivalent

where
We will first prove that (3 . 3) has a unique solution in the Banach space B
of two-component complex-valued continuous functions on a compact
2

interval I (a E I) with the norm ~ FII
terra integral operator on B by

(3 . 3)
It

can

be

regarded

as an

’B’ sup Fi{x) I. Defining

_

a

Vol-

xEI
i= 1

equation

in B :

easily follows that (3.6) has the unique solution

Existence and unicity of the solution on R now follows from an easy continuation argument.
Since ~(~,) is an entire function with values in 2(B) all terms in the sum
are analytic in 0. It then easily follows from the Weierstrass theorem that
U( . , À) is analytic in 0. Thus, since

a

follows.

Evidently, b follows
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By the fundamental theorem of calculus there
required properties and such that

exists

a

set

Kv having the

Using (3.3) and b it then easily follows that

uniformly for ),

in a compact subset of 0.
II
We note that if Ui, U2 are a. c. solutions of (3.1) then

is

a

constant.

Indeed,

=(M(x,
}~)U2(x)=0 b’x E Kv (3 .13)
(cf. (2 . 4-5)). We further observe that if U(x) satisfies (3.1) with I e R then
(TU)(x) also does. In the next theorem we use the following intervals on
the E-axis:

THEOREM 3.2. - For A
form :

=

E real

(3.1) admits solutions

of the

following

where
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where

and

The functions a(E), b(E) and c(E) are real-valued and a(E) has a finite
number of zeros in any closed interval belonging to ( - m + U, m).
If [a, b] is a subset of any of the above-mentioned 6 energy intervals
then there exists an E &#x3E; 0 such that all functions of E in (3.15-21) which
are defined on [a, b] have analytic continuations to the closed
rectangle
Q E C with corners a ± iE, b d- iE. The analytic continuations of the functions UI - ~(x, E) which correspond to [a, b] have the properties a, b and c
from Th. 3.1 on Q.

Proof -

We first

the

boundary

has

a

assume

E e I.

unique solution, satisfying

Calculating F(U, TU)

for x

so we can set

Using

Then, by Th. 3.1, (3.1) with /L

condition

the

boundary
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one

analogously infers the existence

of

a

solution

and

F(U1,

U;(x, E) satisfying

Calculating F(Ui-,

F(U1,

x &#x3E;- R one then obtains

ti(E) = t2(E) = t(E) and (3.16).
E) can obviously be analytically

for x

- R and

If [a, b] c I then
continued to
the closed rectangle Q c C with corners a
d- ie for any e &#x3E; 0. Thus
by Th. 3.1 and (3.23) the same is true for the functions

and, consequently, for p(E) and q(E) as well. Choosing now an 8 &#x3E; 0 such
that the continuation of p(E) is non-zero on Q it follows that t(E),
and U1(x, E) can be analytically continued to Q and that the continuation
of U 1 (x, E) has the properties a, b and c on Q. A similar argument shows
that the same is true for r2(E) and U2 (x, E) so we have proved the theorem
for the case E e I. The proof for the 5 remaining cases is analogous.
To prove finally the statement on a(E) we assume that there are an infinite number of zeros in some closed interval J c ( - m + U, m). As a(E)
is analytic on J it then must be zero on it. However, H would then have
an uncountable number of eigenvectors.
~
The functions denoted by U i- (x, E) are the incoming solutions. The
outgoing ones are defined by

Defining

an

operator ? : ~

- -~ :if +

by

where

one

clearly has

COROLLARY 3.3. - The operator S is

unitary.

jjjjjj

4. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN W +
AND THE INCOMING AND OUTGOING SOLUTIONS.
THE S-OPERATOR.
now show that the operators W ± V ± are
the
kernels of which are the incoming and
operators,

We shall

generalized integral
outgoing solutions.
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THEOREM 4.1. - For any

where

Proof

In view of

(3.29) and the relation

it suffices to prove that

for any f e Jf with compact support in J, where J
V. We shall
I,
show this for the case that M = supp f c I and f2 = 0. The proof for the
remaining cases is analogous.
Denoting the r. h. s. of (4 . 4) by (U _ f )(x) it easily follows from (3.15)
and property b that
=

...,

and that
where CM only depends on M. Using property
and (3 .11 ) one also infers that

c,

dominated convergence

so

Moreover, by (3.11) and Fubini’s theorem,

so

(U -- f)(x) is

a. c.

Thus,

and, by (4. 7),

where TE denotes multiplication by E. Therefore, by induction, LLf
and
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Using (4.6) we then infer that the limit N
We

now

assert

To prove this,

Then,

if

x

&#x3E;

-

00

of the

r.

h.

s.

exists. Hence,

that

we

set

R,

Regarding the

r.

h.

s. as a

function

on

R

one

easily

sees,

using (2 . 31 ), that

Similarly,
Moreover, from the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and dominated

conver-

gence it follows that
--

Thus,
as

asserted.
finally conclude that

We
.

where

(4.12) has been used.

COROLLARY 4. 2.

-

For

jjj

any 03C6 E JV,

Defining the S-operator by
we now

have

THEOREM 4.3. - S is

Proof -

A

and (3 .15-20),

unitary and

straightforward computation, using (4 . 3), Th. 4.1, (3 . 30-31)
proves

that
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COROLLARY 4 . 4. - Ran W_
THEOREM 4 . 5. - For

=

Ran

unitary.

13

jjjj

W +.

any § E jf and a E R

which proves (4.26). The proof of (4.27) is analogous.
jjj)
The relations (4.26-27) can be interpreted as the connection between
the matrix elements of S and the probability that a one-dimensional wave
packet which comes in from the right or the left, after having been scattered
by the potential is « detected » at the right or the left. When e. g. only
is sharply peaked around Eo E I, then
/(E) = (V-1~)1(E) ~ 0, and
the perturbed wave packet corresponding to § (described by exp (in the Schrodinger picture) came from the left in the far past; the probability that it will be detected in the far future on the right or on the left is then
approximately equal to T(Eo)=
resp. R(Eo)=Erl(Eo) 12, i. e. the
usual transmission and reflection coefficient. If
I is sharply peaked
around Eo E II then the perturbed wave packet came from the left in the
far past and will be detected on the left in the far future with probability
one, etc.

5. COMPLETENESS OF THE WAVE OPERATORS.
THE SCHRÖDINGER CASE.

The main result of this final section is that the range of the wave operaequals the orthocomplement of the bound states. We denote the spectral projection of H on the Borel set Q by
the resolvent of H by R~,
and the 2 x 2 matrix with elements ViUj by V (x) U. Note that
tors

Vol. XXVI, n° 1 -1977.
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LEMMA 5.1. 2014 IfU &#x3E; 2m H has no eigenvalues. If U 2m its eigenvalues
belong to ( - m + U, m) and it has no essential spectrum in ( - m + U, m).
Proof - The first two statements are obvious. To prove the last one
we note that by (3.21) Eo is an eigenvalue if and only if a(Eo)
0, so the
eigenvalues have multiplicity one and have no limit point in ( - m + U, m).
0 for any [a, b] c ( - m + U, m)
Thus, it suffices to show that
with a(E) # 0 on [a, b]. We shall prove this by means of Stone’s formula:
=

=

where

By Th. 3 . 2 Ui(x, E) and a(E) have analytic continuations Ui(x, À) resp.
b +
such that a(~,) ~ 0 on Q.
rectangle Q c C with corners a
for
We define
and }B, E Q
any §
to a

integrals are clearly absolutely convergent. We assert that R; R;.
Indeed, if supp § is compact one concludes that (R~~)( ~ ) E D(H) and that
(5 . 5)
((~ h), U2{x, ~))~{x) ~
Thus, since by (3 . 21 )
VE E ( - m + U, m), (5.6)
F(Ui(x, E), U2(x, E)) =
our statement follows. An easy argument now shows that for any § E ~~ (a. e.)
The

=

=

E. Hence, assuming that
where I --_ E -~- ib and 0 c5
infers by dominated convergence that for a. e. x

supp § is compact,

one

It follows that P~
We decompose

~ =0.

tt

~ by setting
Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Section A
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the restriction of H to Yt ac has a. c. spectrum, to
spectrum, and to :it pp pure point spectrum.
THEOREM 5 . 2. -

Proof

=

0 ; Ran W _

=

Ran

continuous

singular

W+ =

(5 .10)

- In view of Cor. 4.4 and Lemma 5.1 it suffices to show that

To prove

(5.11-12) we will use Stone’s formula as in the proof of Lemma 5.1
expressions for PI,
Pv. We assume first [a, b] c I. By
Th. 3.2 Ui(x, E) and t(E) have analytic continuations to a rectangle Q c C
with corners a + iE, b :t iE, such that t(~,) ~ 0 on Q. Using the relation
so as

one

to

concludes

As the

where

we

...,

as

of

analogue

we

before that for any ~ E Yf and ~, E Q with Im x

(5.8)

we

&#x3E;

0

then get

used the relation RI

=

R*. Since

conclude that

in view of

Thus,
The
or

obtain

V.

same

(4 .1 ) and (4 . 21 )

arguments and formulas also lead

Hence, by continuity,

Vol. XXVI, n° 1 -1977.
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c

III
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We

now assume

[a, b] c

Arguing

II.

as

before and using the relation

then infers that (5 .14-15) hold true in the
by U2 and t by 1. Since
one

same sense

if U2 is

replaced

it follows that

If [a, b] c IV one also gets
in both cases. Therefore

(5.22), with U1 -+

Thus, (5.18) holds

Since

II
finally conclude that (5.11-12) hold true.
are now in a position to exhibit a spectral representation of H. Let
}~=i be a complete orthonormal family of eigenvectors of H with
00). For any 03C6~H we define
eigenvalues

we

We

THEOREM 5 . 3.
U &#x3E; 2m H has no

a) If U 2m : EnE(- m + U, m), n
eigenvalues. b) For any § E Yf

-

c)

If A is

where

a

Borel set then for

denotes

the

=

1,

...,

K. If

any cp E Jf

sum over

all

n

such that

En E A.

n
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COROLLARY 5.4.
exist.

-

If U

&#x3E;

0 the unmodified

wave

operators do

17

not

- To show this we make use of multiplicity theory (cf. [6] ). If
0 then II ~ 0. Since the multiplicity of Ho in II equals 2 existence of
lim exp (iHt) exp ( - iHot) would imply that the multiplicity of H in II

Proof

U

&#x3E;

s.
f-~± 30

is at least equal to 2. However, by Th. 5 . 3 the latter multiplicity equals 1. jjjjj
We finally want to sketch how analogous results can be obtained for the
one-dimensional Schrodinger equation with the same class of step potentials. Making obvious changes all results of § 2 can be obtained. In § 3
one should now discern 3 energy intervals: I1 = (U, oo), I2 - (0, U) and
I3 - ( - oo, 0). Using instead of F the Wronskian of 2 solutions of the Schrodinger equation all results of § 3 have an easy translation ; II corresponds
to I, 12 to II and 13 to ( - m + U, m). In particular (3.15-16) hold for
Ii, (3 .17), (3 . 20) for 12 and (3 . 21 ) for 13 if the V~ 1:) are replaced by their
Schrodinger analogues. The results of §§ 4,5 are then obtained in nearly
the same way. In particular the expressions for the resolvent of the Dirac
Hamiltonian also hold true for the Schrodinger counterpart if f3 is omitted.
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